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Love Dandelions

 My passion for the planet has for a time refocussed on compassion for humanity. COVID 19 has us 

frightened for family and friends, has us watching bewildered as we observe the best and the worst of 

mankind and has us struggling to understand. Originally, I had drafted this article as my response to 

Ted Leeming’s and Morag Paterson’s questioning our responsibilities as Landscape photographers. 

 I had written about the difficulty of making tough decisions in order to live sustainably. It now seems 

this is being forced upon us and we have an opportunity to reshape how we live.

ENCOURAGING LOCAL SUSTAINABILITY

Veronica Worrall

I was inspired by the question “What 
are artists doing to address the 
climate crisis?” As I researched the 
environmental stories told by world 
respected landscape photographers, 
I, myself, got wet, muddy and 
philosophical in my local salt marsh. I 
share my journey and suggested next 
steps.

 However hard I tried to reduce my environmental footprint I 
realised I was still part of the problem! What more could I do? 
I asked is it worth it? We are living in a world where the USA 
permits new drilling for oil in the pristine Arctic, (Carter, 2019) 
where China has negotiated extensive coal mining in Africa 
(Obura, (2017) and where Brazil’s government ‘shrugs off’ the 
burning of the Amazon rainforest (Hockaday, 2019). We live in 
a world where populations are pushed into extreme poverty 
needing cheap food and clothing (Nixon, 2011:40), a world 

where multinational corporations not only commit massive 
environmental degradation (ibid) but also send out enticing 
glossy advertisements tempting me with even faster camera 
lenses and ‘high tech’ fabric to wear whilst waiting for the gold-
en hour. Yet locally, a group of youngsters plan to clear plastic 
from Orford Ness shores (see fig 1 & 2) and another group plan 
rewilding patches of land in Ipswich. I too need to believe my 
own actions can help reverse the processes which are taking 
us to a global climate tipping point.
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https://www.onlandscape.co.uk/2014/08/zero-footprint/https://www.onlandscape.co.uk/2014/08/zero-footprint/
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fig 2, 
Orford Ness 
Montage
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 Although I am less and less enticed to buy new 
equipment, I still need to question the carbon cost of 
my photography …. especially those taken in faraway 
places. Whether it is 400 miles return to the Peak 

District or 4000 miles return to the Arctic where I 
toured a couple of years ago (see fig 3 & 4) or the 
12000 miles to the Galapagos, my cancelled photo 
tour booked for April. As I learn the high climate cost 

of air flight, even with ‘offsetting’, I ponder more and 
more about the carbon footprint dilemma of land-
scape photographers who love all that is beautiful on 
this planet.

fig 3, Arctic Travel
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fig 4, 
Arctic Mon-
tage
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 Over the past two years, I have been researching the science, 
politics and economics behind the underlying tensions and 
resistance to climate change. I have been asking what does this 
mean for the photographer? When I voice my concerns, the re-
sponses are very much about the hopeless task in a world which 
is governed/controlled by those listed in my opening musings.

 Sometimes I feel very alone with my quandary and my convic-
tion that the scientists’ forecasts are correct. ‘Climate warming 
is urgent’ advised the IPCC Special Report and the activist such 
as N. Klien, T.J. Demos, Chris Packham, Greta Thunberg and XR 
teams. I researched world acclaimed environmental photogra-
phers and tried to distil what is needed for a photographer not 
only to feed their own creative soul but to make a difference. I 
have to believe photographers can help.

 Photographers have a global perspective and we care intense-
ly about the beauty of the landscape. We also know our own 
localities as well as anyone. Could we be a powerful force to 
encourage local sustainability? Everywhere there are small 
parcels of important ecological niches under threat. It was the 
rate of loss of salt marsh along Suffolk coastlines, as important 
to the world’s ecology as the Amazonian rainforest, that started 
me on a local photographic project. I explored my perspective 
of ecology and buried my prints for 10 weeks (see opposite). 
I spent hours in the salt marsh recognising what is at stake 
which gave me the courage to write this. I got very muddy but 
returned home a different person.

 This was my final photographic degree project, after 7 years of 
study with OCA. At age 70, which now has a new significance, I 
realise I am rather late to emerge as an artist (new graduates are 
called emerging artists so I found out recently!), but I may not 
be too late to start a discussion.

fig 6, Suffolk Marsh ‘Project Unseen ‘ Experiment submerg-
ing prints for 10 weeks in the Salt Marsh
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 With my time speeding up I offered to share more about 
my own project at the ‘Meeting of Minds’ On Landscape 
Conference 2020. I have also been thinking what next 
and how could landscape photographers act locally but 
link together to increase our impact. Could we use our 
creativity and skill, our dedication and commitment, to 
raise the profile of specific issues and/or might we link 
in with the scientists from Wildlife Trusts, conservation 
bodies and local universities? There are numerous stud-
ies evidencing how artists raise the impact of scientific 
findings.

 Here is an idea for a shared photographic project to 
while away our summer days close to home! I read 
about the importance of ‘leaving the grass to grow 
8-10cm (3-4in) tall which means clovers, daisies, self-heal 
and creeping buttercup can also flower.’ (Weston, 2020) 
The article went on to cite Memmott ‘You can’t person-
ally help tigers, whales and elephants but you really can 
do something for the insects, birds and plants that are 
local to you,’ (ibid) The global mass of insects is falling by 
2.5% a year and 40% insect species are threatened by 
extinction within a few decades, according to a global 
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fig 7, Grass Uncut

scientific review last year. (Sanchez-Bayo, 2019). We have 
all heard how bees are essential to our survival.

 Rather than spending our extra time at home tidying the 
garden, could we look to see how we can help sustain 
the survival of vital creatures? By default, last year, at 
home I did less mowing and was amazed at the increase 
of insect and birdlife. (see fig 7 & 8)

 Could we pull together a portfolio of our landscape work 
– both wild and cultivated - showing the benefit of letting 
flowers bloom and seed heads ripen? Our photographs 
just might encourage less mowing, less highly trimmed 
gardens and parklands and wilder local verges in the 
future. Could we encourage all to love dandelions? 
Dandelions, which have just begun flowering, are rich in 
nectar and the early food for bees and butterflies. What 
do you think?

 In time I am hoping to set up an East Anglian ecological 
art resource and approach environmentally aware organ-
isations to offer an ‘art for science’ service ...whether 
this will work we shall see! But I would very much like to 
learn from anyone who has done anything similar within 
their community. It is likely to be a tough and sometimes 
disappointing road but do I have a choice? As Dr R. Mac-
farlane wrote in 2016,
“ We are living in the Anthropocene age, in which human 
influence on the planet is so profound - terrifying - it will 
leave its legacy for millennia. Politicians and scientists 
have had their say, but how are writers and artists re-
sponding to this crisis?” (Macfarlane, 2016)
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fig 8, 
Grass Uncut 
Montage
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fig 2, 
Orford Ness 
Montage
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fig 4, 
Arctic Montage
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fig 6, 
Suffolk Marsh 
‘Project Unseen 
‘ Experiment 
submerging prints 
for 10 weeks in the 
Salt Marsh
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fig 8, 
Grass Uncut 
Montage
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